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Buckingham Properties has launched a new website designed to make the search for their
properties easier, more informative and more visually appealing.
The site, located at www.buckprop.com, shows all properties managed by the company, includes a
variety of search, data, photo and mapping features for each location, and highlights spaces
currently available for lease. Searches are conducted by category or by both category and range of
space in s/f.
"While a prospect may enter our site with a particular property or geographic location in mind, our
mapping and "similar properties" features automatically offers alternatives to easily view and
compare," said Marc Goldfischer, Buckingham's marketing manager. "Having choices is a good
thing." 
The site also showcases Buckingham's abilities to act as consultants, representatives and agents,
or perform services, for others in the real estate market. Property management, development,
construction, and leasing and marketing, among other facets of real estate, are available on a
contract basis. 
"We're introducing a more versatile Buckingham Properties than people have seen in the past," said
Rick Glazer, Buckingham's newly named Director of Corporate Relations. "We've always had the
ability to do so much more than lease space. Now seems to be the right time to branch out." 
With more than 40 properties comprising over 7.5 million square feet of space, and having mastered
the art of adaptive re-use for industrial, office, flex, retail and residential mixed-use space for lease;
the company is also succeeding with land development and new-build projects. Our service-oriented
philosophy and attention to detail are essential to achieving the successful results on which the
company has built its reputation over its 39 years in business.
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